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Abstract—The “Residual-to-Residual DNN series for high-
Dynamic range imaging” (R2D2) approach was recently in-
troduced for Radio-Interferometric (RI) imaging in astronomy.
R2D2’s reconstruction is formed as a series of residual images,
iteratively estimated as outputs of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
taking the previous iteration’s image estimate and associated data
residual as inputs. In this work, we investigate the robustness of
the R2D2 image estimation process, by studying the uncertainty
associated with its series of learned models. Adopting an ensemble
averaging approach, multiple series can be trained, arising from
different random DNN initializations of the training process at
each iteration. The resulting multiple R2D2 instances can also
be leveraged to generate “R2D2 samples”, from which empirical
mean and standard deviation endow the algorithm with a joint
estimation and uncertainty quantification functionality. Focusing
on RI imaging, and adopting a telescope-specific approach,
multiple R2D2 instances were trained to encompass the most
general observation setting of the Very Large Array (VLA).
Simulations and real-data experiments confirm that: (i) R2D2’s
image estimation capability is superior to that of the state-of-
the-art algorithms; (ii) its ultra-fast reconstruction capability
(arising from series with only few DNNs) makes the computation
of multiple reconstruction samples and of uncertainty maps
practical even at large image dimension; (iii) it is characterized
by a very low model uncertainty.

Index Terms—Computational methods , Deep learning, Astron-
omy image processing, Aperture synthesis

I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of imaging sciences, one of the significant
challenges is to address ill-posed imaging inverse problems
while ensuring accurate reconstructions and scalability to
large datasets. Aperture synthesis by RI in astronomy is
an iconic example of this challenge towards joint precision
and scalability. In RI, each pair of antennas captures noisy
complex measurements, termed visibilities, corresponding to
Fourier components of the sought radio emission [1]. These
measurements, gathered over the observation period, form an
incomplete coverage of the 2D Fourier plane, constituting the
Fourier sampling pattern.

Consider x⋆ ∈ RN
+ as the unknown radio image of in-

terest and focusing on monochromatic intensity imaging, the
observed data y ∈ CM can be expressed as:

y = Φx⋆ + n, (1)
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where n ∈ CM represents complex random noise following a
Gaussian distribution N (0, τ2), with τ > 0. Here, Φ : RN →
CM is the measurement operator, describing the non-uniform
Fourier sampling [1] and often incorporating a data-weighting
scheme to improve the observation’s effective resolution [2].

RI data can be formulated in the image domain via a back-
projection, resulting in the dirty image xd ∈ RN given by:

xd = κRe{Φ†y} = κRe{Φ†Φx⋆ +Φ†n}, (2)

where κ > 0 serves as a normalization factor, ensuring that
the point spread function (PSF) has a peak value of one. The
linear operator κRe{Φ†Φ} : RN → RN maps the image of
interest to the dirty image space, with Re{·} indicating the
real part of this dirty image. The term κRe{Φ†n} represents
the image-domain noise vector.

The CLEAN algorithm [3], a bespoke version of the
Matching Pursuit algorithm [4] that iteratively identifies model
components from residual dirty images, holds a near-total
monopoly in the field. While its simplicity and computational
efficiency endows the algorithm with a high degree of scala-
bility, it also limits its capability in terms of reconstruction
quality. Over the past decade, new RI imaging algorithms
have emerged, aiming to supersede CLEAN. Optimization al-
gorithms propelled by advanced sparsity-based regularization
models have been proposed [5]–[9], with uSARA the latest
evolution [10]. Recent advances in deep learning have opened
new avenues in RI imaging, offering both modeling power and
acceleration. These range from end-to-end approaches such as
POLISH [10]–[12], to Plug-and-Play (PnP) algorithms such as
AIRI [10], whose regularization operators are encapsulated in
DNN denoisers. While such optimization and PnP algorithms
have demonstrated remarkable precision indeed, their highly
iterative nature poses challenges towards scaling to the extreme
data volumes expected from modern telescopes such as the
VLA1 and its next-generation upgrade ngVLA.

In recent work, a novel deep learning-based algorithm was
proposed for RI imaging, termed “Residual-to-Residual DNN
series for high-Dynamic range imaging” (R2D2) [13], [14].
R2D2’s reconstruction is formed as a series of residual images,
iteratively estimated as outputs of regularization DNNs taking
the previous iteration’s image estimate and associated data
residual as inputs. The method can be interpreted as a learned
version of Matching Pursuit. In this work, we investigate the

1https://public.nrao.edu/telescopes/vla/
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robustness of the R2D2 image estimation process, studying
the uncertainty associated with its series of learned models.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, the methodology underlying the joint image and
estimation and uncertainty quantification with R2D2 is sum-
marized. Section III provides a the validation of the pro-
posed methodology, focusing on RI imaging, and adopting a
telescope-specific approach. We conclude in Section IV

II. R2D2 METHODOLOGY

A. Image Reconstruction

At the core of R2D2 lies a series of DNNs (N
θ̂
(i))1≤i≤I ,

each wielding the power of deep learning to enhance image
estimates through learned parameters θ̂

(i)
∈ RQ. At each

iteration i ∈ {1, . . . , I}, the network N
θ̂
(i) takes as input both

the previous image estimate x(i−1) and its associated residual
dirty image, given by:

r(i−1) = xd − κRe{Φ†Φ}x(i−1). (3)

At the first iteration, the initial image estimate and residual
dirty image are initialized as x(0) = 0 ∈ RN and r(0) = xd.
Subsequently, the image estimate is updated by adding the
output of the network to the previous estimate:

x(i) = x(i−1) +N
θ̂
(i)(r(i−1),x(i−1)). (4)

This iterative refinement gradually improves the resolution
and dynamic range of the reconstruction. Consequently, the
final reconstructed image x̂ is a “series” formed by the summa-
tion of output residual images from all network components.

Training a sequence of R2D2 DNNs (N
θ̂
(i))1≤i≤I com-

mences with a dataset comprising K ground truth images x⋆
k,

from which simulated measurements (yk)1≤i≤K are generated
following the procedure outlined in (1). Subsequently, at each
1 ≤ i ≤ I , a set of residuals r

(i−1)
k is created via (3). Each

DNN is trained by minimizing the loss function defined as:

min
θ(i)∈RQ

1

K

K∑
k=1

∥x⋆
k − [x

(i−1)
k +Nθ(i)(r

(i−1)
k ,x

(i−1)
k )]+∥1,

(5)
where ∥.∥1 denotes the ℓ1-norm. To maintain the positivity
of the image estimate during each iteration, the operator [.]+
projects the image estimate onto the positive orthant RN

+ .

B. Robustness & Uncertainty Quantification

Uncertainty quantification is of paramount importance in
ill-posed inverse imaging problems. On the one hand, the
incompleteness of the observed data unavoidably leads to un-
certainty, aka aleatoric uncertainty. It can typically be studied
by sampling from the posterior distribution p(x|y), derived
from (1) using Bayes’ theorem, with a sampling algorithm,
such as Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) methods [15],
[16]. The uncertainty can then be described by the statistics
of the samples, such as their mean and standard deviation. On
the other hand, the uncertainty associated with the choice of
a specific regularization model, aka epistemic uncertainty, is
no less important.

The R2D2 algorithm is deterministic in nature, in which
context the quantification of aleatoric uncertainty is not di-
rectly accessible. We instead propose in this work to investi-
gate the epistemic uncertainty in the reconstruction, associated
with the choice regularization model encapsulated in the
DNNs. Adopting an ensemble averaging approach, multiple
series can be trained, arising from different random DNN
initializations of the training process at each iteration. The
resulting multiple R2D2 instances can also be leveraged to
generate “R2D2 samples”, from which empirical mean and
standard deviation endow the algorithm with a joint estimation
and uncertainty quantification functionality. Similar epistemic
uncertainty quantification approaches have been proposed in
[17]–[19].

III. VALIDATION

A. Training Dataset and Training

As in [14], our ground truth dataset comprises 20000
images of size N = 512 × 512 and of peak pixel value
1, curated from astronomical images at optical wavelengths,
as well as medical images, pre-processed following [17]. We
define the dynamic range a of an image of interest as the
ratio of its peak to the faintest pixel intensity, or similarly
the standard deviation of the background noise. In order to
ensure that the range of dynamic ranges present in the ground
truth dataset matches the extremely high values expected in
RI, typically a ∈ [103, 5 × 105], pixel-wise exponentiation
procedures are applied, as described in [10]. Adopting the
same VLA-specific approach undertaken in [14], we sample
a different Fourier sampling pattern per each ground truth
image, resulting in 20000 dirty images as per (2). The mea-
surement noise is adapted to ensure that the back-projected
noise level is commensurate to the inverse dynamic range
of the exponentiated ground truth image. A comprehensive
depiction of the training procedure, including data fidelity-
driven pruning of the training dataset, is outlined in [14].
Our core network architecture for each DNN is the popular
U-Net DNN [20], optimized for each R2D2 iteration using
(5). Specific to the target uncertainty quantification analysis,
and targeting a simple proof of concept, we train L = 5
independent realizations of the R2D2 DNN series.

B. Simulations: Test Dataset

The test dataset includes four authentic radio images,
namely 3C353 (sourced from NRAO Archives), Messier 106
[21], Abell 2034 and PSZ2 G165.68+44.01 [22], from where
200 ground truth images of size N = 512×512 were generated
following the same pre-processing and exponentiation steps
employed for the training dataset. Corresponding dirty images
xd were created by applying an unique sampling pattern to
each ground truth image via (2).

C. Simulations: Benchmark algorithms

The joint R2D2 functionality for image estimation and un-
certainty quantification will be validated, in comparison to: (i)
a U-Net trained end-to-end to deliver a reconstruction directly



from the dirty image (which is nothing else than R2D2’s first
iteration); (ii) uSARA, AIRI, and CLEAN (delivering image
estimation only).

D. Simulations: Metrics

We assess image reconstruction quality using the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) metric, given by:

SNR(x̂,x⋆) = 20log10(∥x⋆∥2/∥x⋆ − x̂∥2), (6)

where x̂ is the reconstruction by any algorithm with ground
truth x⋆. To examine the performance of an algorithm in high-
dynamic range scenario and to facilitate visualization of faint
features, we transform an image x to logarithmic scale by:

rlog(x) = xmaxloga(
a

xmax
x+ 1), (7)

where a is the dynamic range of the image of interest and xmax
is the peak pixel value of x. The SNR metric in logarithmic
scale is given by:

logSNR(x̂,x⋆) = SNR(rlog(x̂), rlog(x⋆)). (8)

The set of image reconstructions from the L = 5 realizations
of R2D2 read:

x̄(i) = [x̂
(i)
1 , . . . , x̂

(i)
L ], (9)

where x̂
(i)
ℓ is the estimate from the ℓ-th R2D2 realization at

the i-th iteration. To investigate the associated uncertainty, we
evaluate the pixel-wise mean µ(x̄), given by:

µ(x̄(i)) =
1

L

L∑
ℓ=1

x̂
(i)
ℓ , (10)

as well as the pixel-wise ratio of the standard deviation to
mean, denoted as [σ/µ](x̄), which reads:

[σ/µ](x̄(i)) =

 1
µ(x̄(i))

√∑L
1 (x

(i)
ℓ −µ(x̄(i)))2

L if µ(x̄(i)) < 1/a,

0 otherwise.
(11)

E. Simulations: Results & Discussion

Fig. 1 illustrates the progression of the R2D2 series from
its initial to final iteration, simultaneously peeling residuals
r
(i)
R2D2 and updating the image estimate x̂

(i)
R2D2 from the DNN

output.
The left and center panels of Fig. 2 present the graphs of

the SNR and logSNR metrics across iterations, respectively.
For R2D2, these metrics are computed both for the image
estimate x̂

(i)
R2D2 of a single R2D2 realization and for their pixel-

wise mean µ(x̄(i))R2D2. The U-Net results are those of the
first R2D2 iteration. Final results of uSARA and CLEAN,
respectively denoted x̂uSARA and x̂CLEAN, are shown as hori-
zontal lines. For simplicity, AIRI results, on par with those of
uSARA, are not reported. The mean and standard deviation
across the 200 test inverse problems and 5 R2D2 realizations
are reported for µ(x̄(i))R2D2, and simply across the 200 test
inverse problems for x̂

(i)
R2D2, x̂uSARA, and x̂CLEAN. Firstly, the

results confirm that R2D2’s image estimation capability is

Ground truth x⋆ r
(0)
R2D2 x̂

(1)
R2D2

r
(11)
R2D2 x̂

(12)
R2D2 − x̂

(11)
R2D2 x̂

(12)
R2D2

Fig. 1: Evolution of the R2D2 series (single realization) across
its iterations. The ground truth image x⋆ and dirty image r(0)R2D2
are reported in the top left and center panels, respectively. The
output of the first DNN gives x̂

(1)
R2D2 (top right). 12 iterations

later, r(11)R2D2 (bottom left) and x̂
(12)
R2D2 are fed to the last DNN,

whose output (bottom center) is added to x̂
(12)
R2D2 to deliver the

reconstruction (bottom right).

superior to that of the state-of-the-art algorithms. Secondly,
in both SNR and logSNR, µ(x̄(i))R2D2 yields slightly supe-
rior results compared to x̂

(i)
R2D2, suggesting an advantage in

averaging “R2D2 samples”, in terms of precision.
Table I reports the computational cost for different imaging

algorithms, in terms of number of iterations required and
total reconstruction time. In addition to the higher SNR
and logSNR values shown in Fig. 2 when compared to the
benchmarks, one can note that R2D2 also offers significant
computational efficiency, requiring drastically fewer iterations
than uSARA and AIRI, and taking only a fraction of time
required by CLEAN, thanks to its ultra-fast DNN-encapsulated
regularization. We note that U-Net and R2D2 are executed on
a single GPU, CLEAN and uSARA are executed on a single
CPU, while AIRI is implemented with regularization DNNs
on GPU and data-fidelity steps on CPU. These results confirm
that R2D2 boasts ultra-fast reconstruction capability, which
makes the computation of “R2D2 samples” practical even at
large image dimension.

The graph of the relative pixel-wise epistemic uncertainty
[σ/µ](x̄(i))R2D2, more specifically its mean and standard devi-
ation across the 200 test inverse problems, is presented in the
right panel of Fig. 2. A consistent decrease of [σ/µ](x̄(i))R2D2
across the R2D2 iterations is observed. This observation serves
as compelling evidence that the R2D2 robustness (resp. epis-
temic uncertainty) increases (resp. decreases) rapidly with the
number of terms in its series.

In Fig. 3, estimated images are presented for the various
algorithms under scrutiny, and associated relative uncertainty



Fig. 2: Quantitative metric analysis. Left (resp. center): Progress of the reconstruction quality evaluated by SNR (resp. logSNR)
across R2D2 iterations for both µ(x̄(i))R2D2 and x̂

(i)
R2D2. Right: Progress of the epistemic uncertainty evaluated by [σ/µ](x̄(i))R2D2

across iterations. Values of the SNR and logSNR, achieved at convergence by the benchmark algorithms uSARA and CLEAN,
are reported via horizontal lines, in their respective plots. Each point is the averaged metric over 200 inverse problems (5×200
for x̂R2D2), while the shaded area presents its standard deviations.

Algorithm I± std ttot.± std (sec)

x̂U-Net 1 0.1 ± 0.1
x̂R2D2 12 2.0 ± 0.4
x̂AIRI 4995±50 3430±1461
x̂uSARA 1107±377 4015.9±1471.2
x̂CLEAN 8±1 93.2± 26.7

TABLE I: Computational cost of each imaging algorithm used
in this study, in terms of number of iterations I and total
reconstruction time ttot. in seconds.

maps [σ/µ](x̄(i))R2D2 for the R2D2 model, for one of the
200 inverse problems in the test dataset. The first row dis-
plays the ground truth x⋆ (left) and the dirty image xd
(right), the second row x̂uSARA (left), and x̂CLEAN (right). The
third (resp. forth, fifth) row displays µ(x̄(i))R2D2 (left) and
[σ/µ](x̄(i))R2D2 (right) at iterations i = 1 (U-Net) (resp. i = 3,
i = 12). AIRI results, on par with those of uSARA, are not
displayed. For the R2D2 uncertainty maps, the mean pixel
value is reported on the image itself, highlighting a relative
uncertainty of the order 0.2% only for R2D2, against 5% for
U-Net. These results corroborate the analysis of the metrics in
Fig. 2.

F. Real Data Proof of Concept

In this section, the joint image estimation and uncertainty
quantification functionality of R2D2 is validated on real data.
R2D2 is applied to image of the radio galaxy Cygnus A from
S band observations with the Very Large Array (VLA; see
[13] for detailed data description). The left panel of Fig. 4
displays the pixel-wise mean image µ(x̄(12))R2D2 (zoom on
the right lobe of the galaxy) derived from 5 reconstructions
generated by the R2D2 algorithm. The reconstruction exhibits
high resolution across both low and high intensity values,
illustrating the algorithm’s precision. The right panel displays
the associated uncertainty map [σ/µ](x̄(12))R2D2 (zoom on the

same region). The mean pixel value is reported in the upper left
corner, highlighting a relative uncertainty of the order 0.5%
only.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have investigated the robustness of the
R2D2 image estimation process, adopting an ensemble aver-
aging approach and studying the uncertainty arising from the
random initialization of the training process for each DNN
of the series. Focusing on high-dynamic range RI imaging in
astronomy, 5 R2D2 series realizations with 12 terms each were
trained for the VLA. Simulations and real-data experiments
confirm that: (i) R2D2’s image estimation capability is largely
superior to that of CLEAN, U-Net, and even uSARA and
AIRI; (ii) R2D2 boasts ultra-fast reconstruction capability,
making the computation of multiple reconstruction samples
and of uncertainty maps practical even at large image di-
mension; (iii) it is characterized by a very low epistemic
uncertainty (contrasting to the first iteration of the series,
i.e. U-Net).
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